
R E V I E Wof dissertation thesis for onferring the Dotor of Siene degree inhigher eduation area 4. Natural sienes, mathematis and informatis;professional diretion 4.5 Mathematis; sienti� speialty Geometry and TopologyAuthor: assoiate professor PhD Ivan Minhev Minhev, department of Geometry ofFaulty of Mathematis and Informatis at So�a University "Kliment Ohridski"Theme of the thesis: The geometry of quaternioni-ontat manifolds and the YamabeproblemReferee: assoiate professor PhD Georgi Ganhev, assoiated member of IMI at BAS,pensionerBy order No PÄ 38�113 from 19.02.2020 ã. by the Retor of So�a University "KlimentOhridski"(SU), I was appointed a member of the sienti� jury for providing a thesisdefene proedure of the present dissertation thesis.1. General presentation of reeived materialsThe set of materials presented by Ivan Minhev is in aordane with the Rules for theDevelopment of Aademi Sta� of the So�a University and inludes the following douments:1) CV in European format;2) opy of the diploma for higher eduation;3) opy of the diploma of eduational and sienti� degree "PhD";4) author's summary in English and Bulgarian;5) dissertation thesis in English;6) delaration of originality and authentiity of the attahed douments;7) information on meeting the minimum requirements under Art. 2b of the Law on theDevelopment of Aademi Sta� in Bulgaria;8) opies of the sienti� publiations;9) opy of the habilitation diploma from Germany;10) CD with attahed douments.2. Short biography of the appliantIvan Minhev was born on 12.06.1975 in So�a. During the period 1995�2001 he ompletedhis higher eduation inmathematis at the So�a University with a diploma thesis. From 2002to 2005 he was a PhD student in the Department of Geometry with a dissertation thesisDi�erential geometry of metri onnetions with torsion. After defending his dissertation in2006 he reeived the eduational and sienti� degree PhD in Geometry and Topology. FromOtober 2006 to November 2008 he speialized at the Humboldt University in Germany, and1



from November 2008 to Marh 2012 he speialized at the Philipps Univesity in Marburg,Germany. This speialization ended with habilitation before a reputable international juryin 2012. During the period May 2012 - May 2013, he was the Assistant Professor in theDepartment of Geometry of the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis at So�a University,and sine May 2013 he has been an assoiate professor in the same department. We will alsonote the speialization at Masaryk University in Brno, Czeh Republi from November 2013to November 2016.3. Atuality of the topiThe present dissertation thesis is devoted to the di�erential geometry of quaternioni-ontat (QC-) manifolds, with speial emphasis on the Yamabe QC-problem. The notion of
QC-geometry appeared about 20 years ago and has been a subjet of intense researh duringthese two deades. As the known mathematiians who laid the foundations of this moderntheory, we will mention LeBrun and Biquard.4. Knowledge of the problem and researh methodologyThe onstrution and organization of the thesis work show a highly professional approahin studying the problem.The hosen methodology is suitable for solving the tasks. The results obtained unambigu-ously indiate a high degree of knowledge of the problem and mastery of the spei� methodsof studying these manifolds.5. Overview and evaluation of the results in the thesisIn the present thesis it is treated an important and atual topi in QC-geometry. Thework has a volume of 212 standard pages. The exposition is divided into 5 hapters, inludinga bibliography overing 91 titles of papers.A QC-strutureH on a (4n+3)-dimensional manifoldM4n+3 is a 4n-dimensional distribu-tion on M , whih is loally given as a kernel of an R3-valued 1-form η = (η1, η2, η3), for whihthe restritions on H of the three 2-forms dηi|H are fundamental forms of a quaternionistruture onH . Historially, the 4-dimensional self-dual Einstein metris an be onsidered asquaternioni K�ahler metris of dimension 4. Therefore, the QC-geometry an be onsideredas a natural generalization of the three-dimensional onformal Riemannian geometry todimensions of the type 4n+ 3.An impressive result in this work is the omplete solution to the Yamabe problem for thequaternioni Heisenberg group G(H).The QC-onformal transformations of the 1-form η, preserving the QC-struture H , havethe form µ̃ = µΨ η, where µ is a positive funtion, and Ψ is an SO(3)-valued funtion on M .There exists on M anonially determined onformal lass of metris [g] of the distribution
H and a quaternioni struture Q. With any �xed metri g of the lass [g] it is assoiateda uniquely determined linear onnetion on M (Biquard onnetion), whih preserves the
QC-struture and the metri g. An important invariant on a QC-manifold (M,H) is thesalar urvature Sal of the Biquard onnetion. Generally speaking, the Yamabe problem2



onsists in �nding the metris g from the lass [g], for whih Scal = const.Chapter 2 is devoted to the Yamabe QC-problem in QC-geometry. Preursors to thisproblem in the lassial theory are the orresponding problems in the Riemannian ase andthe CR-ase. An important role in solving the two lassi ases plays the investigation of the�at model, whih is given by the orresponding Heisenberg group. This role in QC-geometryis played by the quaternioni Heisenberg group. In Chapter 2 it is given a partial solutionto the Yamabe problem for the quaternioni Heisenberg group. The Yamabe problem hasplayed an important role in the researh of a number of leading mathematiians in reentdeades. It is worth noting that suessful researh in the ontemporary version of this topibeomes with the deisive partiipation of the author and a number of bulgarian di�erentialgeometers.Main theorems in this hapter are Theorem A, Theorem B and Theorem C.In Theorem A are treated onformal transformations Θ =
1
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Θ̃ of the standard strutureon G(H). Under the ondition, that the new struture is again an Einstein struture, thereare found expliitly all global funtions h on the quaternioni Heisenberg group with thisproperty. The researh method here is to study in detail the properties of the Biquardonnetion, based on exellent knowledge of lassial ases.The Cayley transformation is the analogue of the stereographi projetion in Riemanniangeometry. This transformation gives a natural identi�ation of S4n+3 without a point withthe quaternioni Heisenberg group G(H) of dimension 4n+ 3.Using the Cayley transformation and Theorem A, the author proves Theorem B, whihgives a partial (exept for one inomplete ase) solution to the Yamabe QC-problem on thesphere S4n+3. Theorem B onerns onformal transformations η = f η̃ under the assumption,that the new 1-form η on S4n+3 has a onstant QC-salar urvature Scal = const. For n > 1Theorem B gives a omplete desription of the funtions f . In the ase n = 1 these funtionsare desribed under the additional assumption, that the vertial distribution, orrespondingto η, is integrable.Theorem C treats a QC-manifold M with a positive QC-salar urvature scal > 0 . Inthe ase n = 1, the additional assumption Scal = const is made. Then the assumptions:i) M is a QC-Einstein manifold;ii) M is loally a 3-Sasakian manifold;iii) the Biquard onnetion is symmetri,are equivalent.In the ourse of the proof of the above theorem we will mention the important resultTheorem 5.9:The salar QC-urvature of any QC-Einstein manifold (n ≥ 0) is a onstant.The theorems are haraterized by maximum oniseness and simpli�ed formulations,whih is ahieved with exellent knowledge of the literature and in-depth study of theproblems posed. In this ontext we will also mention Theorem 8.10, whih proves that anyof the Reeb �elds is a QC-vetor �eld if and only if when the QC-struture of the manifold3



is homotheti to a 3-Sasakian struture.Chapter 3. The inomplete ases of Chapter 2 are ompleted here. The main theorem inthis hapter is Theorem D, whih proves that the QC-salar urvature on any 7-dimensional
QC-Einstein manifold is onstant. In the ase n = 1, it is proved as a orollary of Theorem Dthat the orresponding to η vertial distribution is integrable. This result ompletes TheoremB. Theorem D and Theorem 5.9 give a omplete proof of the fat that any QC-Einsteinmanifold of an arbitrary dimension has a onstant QC-salar urvature.This result plaes the author and his (bulgarian) o-authors among the lassis of thissubjet.In Theorem C the additional requirement for the QC-Einstein manifolds of dimension 7is dropped out. The researh method here is very interesting, as it involves the onstrutionof a speial linear onnetion ∇̃ on the anonial vertial distribution V of the distribution
H . With the aid of this linear onnetion the author proves the remarkable Theorem 11.3:Any QC-manifold is QC-Einsteinian if and only if the linear onnetion ∇̃ is �at.In this way, Theorem C beomes omplete and overs all ases. The seond onditionin Theorem C is ompleted as follows: If the QC-manifold M is with a negative QC-salarurvature Scal < 0, then (M,h) turns out loally a negative 3-Sasakian manifold. If Scal =
0, then the Reeb �elds of the QC-struture are again Killing �elds with respet to theRiemannian metri h, and in this ase they ommute.Chapter 4. Here the main theorems are Theorem E and Theorem F.Let η̃ =

1
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η be a onformal deformation of the standard 1-form η̃ on the unit sphere

S4n+3, n > 1. If the 1-form η is with onstant QC-salar urvature, then in Theorem Bit was proved that, up to a multipliative onstant η is a 1-form of the type φ∗(η̃), where
φ is a onformal QC-automorphism on the sphere. In the ase n = 1, this statement wasderived under the additional assumption that the vertial omplement of η is an integrabledistribution on the sphere. The additional assumption in Theorem E is eliminated and theYamabe problem for S7 is ompletely solved.Evidene of thorough knowledge of the subjet treated by the author is �nding a onnetionbetween the Yamabe problem on S7 and the inequality of Foland and Stein on the quaternioniHeisenberg group G(H).The inequality of Foland and Stein for G(H) is the analogue of the Sobolev inequalityfor Rn: There exists a onstant S > 0, suh that for any smooth funtion u with a ompatsupport on G(H) the inequality (3.3) from the thesis is true. The author poses and solvesthe following natural problem:Find the best onstant S > 0 in the inequality of Foland and Stein and �nd the funtions
u, whih transfer the inequality into equality.Translations and dilatations in G(H) are transformations of the group, preserving thedistribution H . These transformations have the ommon name QC-automorphisms of thegroup. 4



In Theorem F it is found the best onstant S2 for the L2-inequality of Foland and Steinon the 7-dimensional Heisenberg group G(H) and the funtion v, giving a onrete extremalof this inequality. All non-negative extremals of the inequality are obtained from v througha onformal authomorphism of the group.In Chapter 5 the author treats the L2-inequality of Foland and Stein on the quaternionigroup G(H) of an arbitrary dimension. Here, the main theorem is Theorem G, in whihit is found the best onstant S2 and a onrete family of non-negative funtions F , whihturn the inequality into equality; all non-negative funtions minimizing the inequality areobtained from the funtions F through onformal automorphisms of the group. It was alsofound the Yamabe QC-onstant λ for the standard QC-sphere S4n+3.6. Contributions and importane of the results obtainedThe main ontributions of the author have the harater of justi�ation, formulation andproblem solving, whih are an important part of the ontemporary development of this topiin the international aspet. These ontributions an be ombined as follows:
• An expliit desription of the onformal deformations of the standard QC-struture onthe quaternioni Heisenberg group, transforming it again into a QC-Einsten struture.
• A omplete desription of the onformal transformations of the standard ontat 1-form on the sphere S4n+3, whih transform it into a 1-form with onstant QC-salarurvature; this gives a omplete solution to the Yamabe QC-problem on S4n+3.
• The proof of the fat that the QC-salar urvature of any QC-Einstein manifold isonstant and the haraterization of theQC-Einstein manifolds as 3-Sasakian manifolds.
• The �nding of the best onstant in the inequality of Foland and Stein and the desriptionof the funtions transforming the inequality into an equality.
• The �nding of the Yamabe QC-onstant for the standard QC-sphere S4n+3.7. Publiations and itationsThe present dissertation thesis meets the spei� requirements of the Faulty of Mathema-tis and Informatis at So�a University for the degree Dotor of Siene in Mathematis.The author has presented two papers published in the following sienti� journals:[IMV℄: Memoirs of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety, IF 1,727, Q1;[IMV℄: Mathematial Researh Letters, IF 0,716, Q2.The above papers are joint papers with two o-authors. Undoubtedly, the author's ontri-butions in the joint papers are at least equivalent to those of his o-authors. The submittedworks are highly rated and rank the author among the leading authors in the subjet.The author has presented 13 impressive itations in artiles from quartiles only Q1 andQ2. 5



8. The author's summaryThe author's summary is done aording to the rules and re�ets aurately and ompletelythe main results, obtained in the thesis.9. Personal impressions of the appliantI know the author of the thesis from his proedure for obtaining the sienti� title"Assoiate Professor" during 2013, from whih I have very good diret impressions.Ivan Minhev has established himself as a highly eduated young sientist with a verygood prospet of developing and gaining international reognition.Conlusion:The present thesis ontains sienti� results that are an original ontribution to mathema-tis and meet all the requirements of the Law on Development of Aademi Sta� in theRepubli of Bulgaria (Low), the rules of appliation of the Law and the orresponding rulesof So�a University. The presented sienti� papers and thesis ompletely meet the spei�requirements of the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis adopted in onnetion with theRules of So�a University of appliation of the Law.The thesis shows that Ivan Minhev possesses deep theoretial knowledge and professionalskills in sienti� speialty Geometry and Topology and has obtained original and signi-�ant ontributions with wide international response.For the foregoing I am onvined of my positive assessment of the present work presentedabove and strongly reommend the Honorable Sienti� Jury to onfer the degree"Dotor of Siene" on Ivan Minhev Minhev in higher eduation area 4. Naturalsienes, mathematis and informatis; professional diretion 4.5 Mathematis; sienti�speialty: Geometry and Topology.20.04.2020 ã.,So�a Referee:...........................................................(Assoiate Prof. PhD Georgi Ganhev)
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